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1.

Introduction

Motivational values have been used in communications for decades but are rarely utilised in
designing consultation. The motivational values described in this report (see section 2) are
those identified by American „humanistic‟ psychologist Abraham Maslow as a „hierarchy of
needs‟ in the 1950s1.
A general knowledge of Maslow‟s three main categories - Security (or Sustenance) Driven,
Outer Directed and Inner Directed - has underpinned much advertising strategy in many
countries.
Fundamental to Maslow‟s theory was that these unconscious drivers of behaviour arise from
unmet needs. For example at a simple level, needs for safety, security and identity (SD or
Security Driven), then (OD or Outer Directed) for esteem of others and then self-esteem, and
then a variety of cognitive and aesthetic needs (ID or Inner Directed). The key point is that
so long as a need remains unmet, it remains the dominant determinant of behaviour. It is not
the only such „value‟ that any person has but it is the dominant one. People change their
dominant need by meeting the previous need, through life experiences. If an opportunity or
communication meets a need it is likely to be taken up through behaviour. Conversely, if it
does not, it is likely to be ignored, resisted or discontinued.
Such „Maslowian Values‟ arise through meeting or not meeting needs which themselves are
probably evolutionary in origin. They are not correlated with differences in personality such
as those measured by MBTI1, and are different from learnt cultural values2.
From the 1970s onwards a network3 of commercial sector social researchers trained in
anthropology, behavioural sciences and sociology began large scale studies to track and
analyse how societies change. They undertook a coordinated exchange of the results of
making many thousands of measurements of attitudes and beliefs, as well as behaviours.
Their aim was to follow and describe complex changes and uncover correlations and any
underlying causes. Through a series of tests using complex algorithms to examine
correlations, these researchers came to the conclusion that a Maslowian segmentation
consistently provided the best fit. This involved work in North America, much of Europe,
South Africa and other countries.
The contemporary expression of this work is in academic and commercial systems for
mapping motivational values. These divide any population or audience according to its
dominant motivations, rather than other categories such as age, sex, wealth, class,
geography, behaviour or ethnicity. As such these „pyschographic‟ segmentations provide a
way to test, develop or execute any communication starting from common motivation, rather
than communication efforts which start with audiences defined by other categories and then
attempt to add the motivating qualities to an ask or offer in order to get a particular result,
whether in terms of interest, awareness, alignment, engagement or behavioural action.
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Where motivation is important, such a system is inherently more useful than other
categorisations. However as many attitudes and beliefs are strongly differentiated by these
underlying drivers (Cultural Dynamics Strategy and Marketing4 - CDSM - for example maps
each individual against 100 correlated „Attributes‟ on a 1,000 x 1,000 grid), values
differences affect almost any communications activity and planners can therefore benefit
from considering how to take account of this in designing communication.
Such commercial systems (all with common methodological roots) include:
Values Modes: owned by CDSM - Cultural Dynamics Strategy and Marketing - at
www.cultdyn.co.uk. Divides the UK population into the three main Maslowian Groups: SD
(aka „Settler‟), OD (aka „Prospector‟) and ID (aka „Pioneer‟), and within those, into 12 smaller
segments known as „Values Modes‟, based on surveys of 8,500 adults asked 1,000
questions. This system is the one described further in this report.
Social Values Tribes or 3SC: owned by Environics based in Canada
http://erg.environics.net/ and applied to North America. Divides the North American
population into 12 „tribes‟.
Cross Cultural Consumer Characterisation or 4Cs: owned by Young and Rubicam - Y
and R - at www.4cs.yr.com, which divides people as consumers into „seven kinds‟ by seven
main motivational axes.
VALS: owned by SRI - SRI Consulting Business Intelligence - based in the US www.sricbi.com/VALS. Divides the US population into three major groups and eight smaller groups.
Sociovision/Sinus-Milieu: divides European populations into nine major „families‟ - owned
by Sociovision www.sociovision.com
Environics, SRI and CDSM have online „values tests‟ which any individual can complete.
Visit the CDSM website and answer ten questions and you will receive an email which tells
you which „Values Mode‟ you are in, at over 97% certainty.
In recent decades such systems have been used in devising communications, analysing
social change, marketing, brand strategy, product development, campaign planning and
„social marketing‟ , by many hundreds of major companies ranging from BMW and CISCO to
Unilever, and by football clubs and broadcasters, by NGOs ranging from the National Trust
to Greenpeace, and by public sector organisations ranging from the US Marines to Natural
England. They are however, rarely used in the type of public consultation, dialogue planning
or outreach commonly adopted by UK public sector organisations.
Academic studies with the same underlying methodology of building up segments and
pictures of society by mapping the net result of individual motivations include those of
Schwartz and Inglehart:
Schwartz: Shalom Schwartz works at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and was awarded
the 2007 Israel Prize in psychology. For 40 years, Prof. Schwartz has conducted in-depth
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and international research on personal and cultural values. From 1967, he was based at the
department of sociology at the University of Wisconsin, and from 1973 moved back to Israel.
Working with more than 50 collaborators5 Shalom Schwartz has used his 'Schwartz Value
Inventory' or „Schwartz Values Survey‟ based on over 60,000 people across 64 nations on
all continents, to map common values which act as 'guiding principles for one's life'. In this
Survey 57 „items‟ represent 10 individual value types, along seven cultural „value
orientations‟.
Inglehart, Welzel and co-workers: Ron Inglehart, at the University of Michigan, and
Christian Welzel at the University of Bremen, have published numerous books and surveys
at www.worldvaluessurvey.org. Their survey data are mapped along two main axes,
traditional/secular-rational (similar to Inner-Security Driven) and survival/self-expression
(similar to Security v Inner/Outer Directed), and in terms of „materialist‟ and „post-materialist‟
value dimensions. In 2005 Inglehart and Welzel published Modernization, Cultural Change
and Democracy: The Human Development Sequence6. They have detailed data for 80
countries comprising most of the world‟s population and included 120 in their last World
Values Survey. They have analysed longitudinal change in values of societies using data
sets going back to the 1920s and identified the pre-conditions for transition to democracy.
In the UK the NGO „Global Cool‟ uses the Values Modes system for its organisational
strategy: it sets out to engage one psychological segment from the Outer Directed
Maslowian Group, the Values Mode „Now People‟ (www.globalcool.org). IPPR, the Institute
for Public Policy Research, published a report7 in 2009 highlighting why this is a particularly
significant group to engage on issues such as climate change related behaviour. Numerous
analyses using values data in relation to issues such as climate change, perception of
landscapes and Overseas Development Aid are posted at www.campaignstrategy.org.
Advised by counter-insurgency specialist David Kilcullen, US General David Petraeus and
former General Stanley McChrystal have drawn on Maslowian Group Theory to revise
strategy in Iraq and Afghanistan to attempt to first meet basic needs for safety, security and
belonging in order to create the pre-conditions necessary for developments such as
democracy8.

2.

Reflective and Reflexive Thought

Although based on behavioural observation and on survey data from direct responses to
questions, these systems are essentially mapping psychological factors of which we are not
usually conscious. In this respect they are similar to other systems based on studies of how
people think, process information and make decisions, such as those with roots in testing
linguistic and cognitive theory, behaviour and brain science. Cognitive linguist and „framing‟
expert George Lakoff for example, has explored the role of such „reflexive‟ (i.e. automatic,
unconscious or „emotional‟) thought in work such as The Political Mind9. Lakoff notes that
the great majority - one study suggests as much as 98% - of all reasoning is based on‟
emotional‟, reflexive thought of which we are not conscious, rather than „rational‟ or
„reflective‟ thought of which we are conscious.
4

The general idea that unconscious „reflexive‟ thought processes are more significant in
leading us to undertake behaviours than conscious iteration of arguments or „factual
reasoning‟ is well accepted in fields such as advertising, design and marketing. Examples
range from the power of context, to the significance of colours or symbols and visual
language, to behavioural rules of thumb or „heuristics‟, such as those tested and popularised
by writers such as Robert Cialdini in his best selling book Influence: The Psychology of
Persuasion10. These are extensively used in commercial applications such as designing
service offers in fundraising, in retail situations or restaurants, by religions and increasingly,
in „behaviour change campaigns‟. Other examples include the perceptual filters employed in
NLP or Neuro Linguistic Programming which has its roots in studies of animal behaviour.
The deliberate use of language which resonates with particular values sets - for example by
pollster and „spin doctor‟ Frank Luntz, as popularised in his book Words That Work: It’s Not
What You Say, It’s What People Hear11 - is another example of how communicators can tap
into the power of unconscious reflexive thought.
While this range of „reflexive‟ approaches is drawn on by strategic communications
agencies, and some campaign organisations and political parties, who use it alongside
conscious reflective communications such as overt dialogue, the separate origins of these
disciplines and methodologies has tended to set them apart from traditional approaches to
„consultation‟.
The ethos and practice of „consultation‟ tends, in contrast, to be firmly anchored in the notion
of reflective thought. Although sometimes attributed to John Dewey in 1910, the tradition of
reflective thought goes back to The Enlightenment and some of the oldest philosophers. It
recognises thinking and „reflection‟ as a conscious process of acquiring and testing
information and ideas, in order to develop new ones and discuss or communicate opinions.
Debate, argument, logic, the „power of ideas‟, analysis and synthesis, „advocacy‟, dialogue to
develop or modify views and ensure open and transparent decision-making processes in
democracies: these are all part of reflective thinking traditions and concepts of
communication. Central to these ways of thinking about communication in relation to
decision-making, is that it is a conscious process, in which „facts‟ or consciously held
opinions are weighed by a „rational‟ process.
Examples from „consultation‟ and allied „outreach‟ include citizens‟ juries, dialoguing,
mediation and negotiation, various forms of discussion groups, opinion polls and surveys,
and questionnaires and focus groups where these are used to gather „opinions‟. All are
largely, if not entirely, tools for encouraging reflective thought, or capturing the results of it.
To illustrate the difference, a „focus group‟ which starts by asking for „views‟ on a subject and
which is then used to collate and sort responses is formally similar to a „straw poll‟, only one
influenced by group dynamics. The responses may be taken literally. In contrast, a
moderated qualitative focus group may begin by exploring world views and introduce the
subject of interest only incidentally, often through involving participants in creating something
physical. This is designed to give an insight into the underlying motivations or beliefs of
participants, in order to understand the underlying reasons for their „views‟ or „opinions‟,
while minimising effects such as those caused by response to the perceived source,
5

messengers or by maintenance of self-identity. This gives a much better indication of how
people similar to the participants would respond to a „real world‟ offer or ask.
Using values analysis to recruit such a group or identify an audience (i.e. a values or
psychographic segmentation) means that you start with a multivariate knowledge of their
values, attitudes and beliefs, because the process of segmenting people through values
surveys is akin to using the accumulated output of thousands of cross-correlated focus
groups.
In addition, because we usually reason both emotionally and rationally, or with feeling and
thinking, reflexively and reflectively, the results of even supposedly „objective‟ measures of
views or opinions are strongly shaped by how they are framed and conducted. A well known
example is polling, which on the face of it produces bare-bones quantified „hard‟
measurements. However the way a poll is framed itself sends a signal: for example that this
subject is „important‟, or „controversial‟, and what is included and excluded has a framing
effect. So a „horse race‟ political poll can be used to reduce support for a party which is not
presented as a choice - as with the fourth party in a race where only the first three are
presented as choices in a published poll. Responses are also „pushed‟ by the way a specific
question is framed. Asking several questions about the potential „benefits‟ of genetic
modification (gm) for example, will push any for/against question which follows, in the „for‟
direction, whereas first asking about „dangers‟ will have the opposite effect, as we have
made people realise how many they can think of. Similarly, prompting people to think in
terms of all their senses (as in invoking the smell of sewage in a flood, or freshly mown hay
on a summer morning) will make that subject more „real‟ and evoke stronger responses.
So in terms of „framing‟12, the dominant „frame‟ for communications used in democratic
politics and governance, which also underlies the social and physical sciences and hence
much of the educational system, is „rational‟ reflective thought. This, by extension, has been
the guiding influence on most consultative designs for public bodies or purposes. It follows
from this meta-frame that in matters of public consultation, decisions reached by other
means may be seen as „wrongly‟ reached because to a greater or lesser extent they are
„manipulation‟ or bias, departures from a rational reflective ideal, and even „unfair‟.
To give an example, it is very well established that when a messenger or source is „liked‟,
there is a strong bias towards agreement with a proposition. Changing the messenger can
therefore change the outcome. In sales, PR or marketing or campaigns this is widely
deemed to be acceptable and thus seen as „common-sense‟. In electoral politics it is
recognized by political parties that the „liking‟ factor is as important, and often much more
important, than, for example, the „content‟ of a message in terms of ideas. The culture of
politics however remains one in which politicians and political commentators strive to
emphasise „substance‟, „issues‟ or „ideas‟ above „personalities‟, even though political
strategies may be largely based on trying to use heuristics such as liking, or a host of other
„tailoring‟ of communications to audiences. Ostensibly representing „the public‟, the media
therefore sometimes criticises politicians for being „style rather than substance‟: in effect a
shorthand criticism for employing reflexive as opposed to reflective communication.
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In The Political Mind, George Lakoff has argued that this culture of denying the role of
reflexive thought in politics is a threat to democracy itself, and that there should be a „New
Enlightenment‟ in order to bring to the surface and reveal the extent of reflexive thought, so
that we are all aware of how we may be being affected by it when making decisions.
The fact that we are not systematically aware of these influences, helps make „consultation‟
controversial in itself, for example, where „citizens‟ juries‟ have been revealed to be
directional devices designed to help demonstrate support for a pre-determined position
rather than, as the „jury‟ and „citizen‟ frames suggest, a decision-making process designed to
show what the people have decided, or would decide if they had the choice.
In the case of science, where it is widely accepted that crucially important consequences
attend to whether something is accepted as „true‟ or not, the predominant expectation both
inside and outside „science‟ is that reflective, conscious thought not only prevails but is allimportant. Testing an hypothesis to see if it can be falsified is a method designed to try to cut
out the host of perceptual factors which might lead us to believe things which our senses or
culture tell us are true but which are false: that the earth is flat for example13. This however is
not a very natural mode of thought. We have to learn it.
The extent to which these different ways of communicating are seen as right or wrong
depends itself on how we decide right and wrong, and that varies according to psychological
values. To take the case of politics, Inner Directed people disproportionately decide „right
and wrong‟ on ethical grounds: that is, internalised rules they use to decide for themselves
what is right or wrong. This is one reason why they are called „inner‟ directed. The most
important version of this question for Inner Directed people is therefore likely to be „is it
ethical for political choices to be decided like this?‟
For Security Driven people „right and wrong‟ is more a question of morality than ethics: in
other words a set of rules of right and wrong which have been set by tradition and/or
authority, not decided for themselves. „Is it within the rules ?‟ would tend to be the SD
equivalent.
For Outer Directed people the picture is less clear and they are the least comfortable of the
Maslow Groups in answering such a question. Their „real‟ preference is for „what works‟. If
politics delivers the results, meaning results measured first and foremost by whether it helps
them achieve esteem of others or self-esteem (for example through delivering the best or
better services or opportunities to them), then that would be the best way for a political
decision to have been reached. The Outer Directed motivation applied to this or any other
question is less about what authority says is right or wrong, and less about internal ethics,
and more about what others think of them for adopting a position or behaviour (hence they
are outer-directed, paying attention to others).
The increasing political tendency to see consultation and engagement exercises as effective
ways to „deliver‟ policies, itself encourages conflation of the two things. A belief in the power
of reflective thought encourages many scientists and some politicians to assume that the
way to gain support for policies about science, is to generate dialogue and discussion.
Making assumptions that the key determinants of behaviour are factors such as opportunity,
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availability and information (rather than reflexive stimuli), has led many attempts at
„behaviour change‟ through social marketing to fail.
In contrast, it is commonly accepted by advertising and marketing practitioners that opinion
follows behaviour. Reflexive-thought studies demonstrate this through the „consistency
principle‟, which turns on maintaining our self-identity as rational. We undertake a behaviour,
so we adopt an opinion consistent with that behaviour, in order to maintain our self-image as
„rational actors‟. This means both that we adopt strong opinions about important behaviours
(for example scientists engaged in gm become proponents) and, if we change behaviour, we
change opinions. Note that this is the reverse of causation assumed in the „rational and
reflective‟ frame in which it is implicit that we formulate our „own opinions‟ based on analysis
of „facts‟. Moreover, the underlying driver of behaviour is often unconscious needs.
Expectations of „consultation‟ and ideas of which methods are appropriate are also values
dependent. For example Inner Directed people are disproportionately likely to advocate
universalism, benevolence and ethics compared to the rest of the population, and therefore
would naturally assume that a consultation should be inclusive, especially of the
disadvantaged, and better if it were open-ended and allowing for participation and creativity
rather than being closed and led by authority. Security Driven „Settlers‟ however will tend to
prefer simple closed „fact based‟ propositions, be uncomfortable with taking any initiative in
formulating questions, and prefer not to have a consultation at all if trusted leaders can take
a decision instead. Outer Directed people tend to believe there is a „right answer‟ and want
to cut through complexity, whereas Inner Directed people tend to find complexity interesting.
As participants and designers therefore, people in different Maslow Groups will have very
different views about „consultation‟.

3.

Ways to Apply Values Analysis in Consultation

Policy makers and communications practitioners concerned with public sector
communications around issues such as science and climate change might therefore make
use of a knowledge of motivational values differences in a number of ways.
Values Matching. Consultations, outreach projects or other communications can be
designed so that they resonate with, rather than fight against the values of the
audience - values matching. As a rule of thumb this means being prepared to have
three different types of proposition, and being prepared to „get people to do things‟ for
their reasons, not necessarily yours. It is often possible to get people from such
different groups to do the same thing but for different reasons but not to „convert‟
them to taking actions for someone else‟s „right‟ reasons
Self-selection of channels, contexts, messengers etc. As people in different
Motivational Groups and Values modes have different but broadly predictable
preferences for communications channels and contexts (e.g. types of event,
activities, media) some targeting can be achieved even without prior knowledge of
values of a group (i.e. there is strong potential for a self-selection effect according to
8

channel, messenger, context, proposition etc). As a rule of thumb, this means being
prepared to have three different types of consultation in any one „community‟ or
target population
Change Dynamics. The different Motivational Groups tend to have different roles in
any social debate within a community. The adoption of new behaviours for example
is always led by the Inner Directed „Pioneers‟. This means that there is little point in
trying to „sell‟ innovation to other groups, indeed it may simply generate evidence of
rejection, which in turn may be taken as evidence of „public rejection‟ and the idea
abandoned (for example carbon rationing). At the more detailed Values Mode level
there are „gatekeeper‟ and „bridge‟ groups who can be used to act as channels for
the spread of new ideas. There is also at least one „sump‟ Values Mode which can
act as a sink or black hole for new behaviours if they „make it theirs‟. Such knowledge
can be used to plan communications strategies for „behaviour change‟. Values
differences also set the requirements that behaviour has to meet in order for it to
spread effectively across groups to the whole population
Community Dynamics. The same values differences also tend to drive some
Maslow Groups to be much more active participants in consultations about „issues‟
than others. This however is not a predictor of their subsequent behaviour when an
idea that has been consulted upon is converted into an actionable plan, or actually
„rolled out‟. So a consultation or political process that has not accounted for this may
encounter „unexpected‟ problems, or, more rarely in the case of public projects,
unexpected levels of support. The same values differences also mean that
community organisations dealing with unresolved „issues‟ tend to be dominated by
one Maslow Group, while those focused on traditional and unchanging activities
attract another, and „interest‟ groups a third
Avoiding the Logjam of Violent Agreement. Because people in some Values
Modes are particularly attracted to debates (as they have an interest in „rules for
society‟) they are likewise attracted to take part in debates over proposals for change
or some „issues‟. However as they sometimes have opposing values this can cause a
polarised „see saw‟ argument or a „logjam of violent agreement‟ in which they agree
about the need to „do something‟ but disagree over how it should be done. Dialogue
or consultative processes which do not account for this may sow the seeds of their
own failure, if they are seeking consensus
Interpreting Responses. People in different Maslow Groups have very different
perceptions of their self-agency which directly affects how they will respond to any
call to take action, particularly of a novel kind. This includes forms of „consultation‟.
However if the organisers are unaware of this, the results of a consultation may be
interpreted purely in terms of the reflective content (ie the „subject‟ being consulted
about from the point of view of the surveyors, etc), rather than responses to the
medium, channel, proposition framing (etc) which may be highly but unintentionally
differentiated by values. A result can easily be an indirect measure of values
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prevalence rather than the preferences that would be revealed if the communication
format had been „normalised‟ for values
Assessing or Developing ‘Support’. Decision makers seeking signals of broad
support for policies or projects may emphasise the need to show a „representative‟
range of support but struggle to find categorisations which enable them to do this. UK
politicians and media for example resort to using „middle class‟ to describe a range of
people so variable that it now only defines small groups as clearly not „middle class‟.
People in different Maslow Groups tend to look and feel different to one another but
in a host of subtle ways. As they may be of the same age, sex, wealth, origin,
occupation etc such differences tend to be dismissed as singularities because they
are not explained by more conventional categories. As a result, consultation or
outreach may focus on a list of minority groups, or be structured by categories such
as age or socio-economic group which are selected because they can be used rather
than because they are particularly representative or relevant. Attempts to increase
the reach of these exercises can lead to perverse results, such as listing „women‟,
the „old‟ or the „young‟ alongside other „minorities‟, or working backwards from a list
of „hard to reach‟ groups, who may in reality be quite easy to reach but hard to
engage if you do not match asks and offers to their values
Interpreting ‘Media’ and ‘Opinion’. Similarly, to gauge and align with „public
opinion‟ many politicians and public bodies seek to stay in step with views as
expressed via the media, both third party (e.g. tv, radio, press) and social networks
(Facebook, Twitter, Myspace etc). These views often align to values antagonisms
between the most different values groups in society as they tend to populate media
debates. Only by having knowledge of what these groups are, and their size, can any
such views be assessed for their significance. The media also makes rather selective
use of different values groups
Practitioners wishing to plan a consultation using values analysis might approach Cultural
Dynamics Strategy and Marketing (CDSM), the company which owns the Values Modes
segmentation system and conducts the British Values Survey, to investigate whether it
already holds relevant data about the subject under consideration. This can then provide a
useful insight into who to target and how. In work on „fear of crime‟ for Bedfordshire police for
example, Campaign Strategy, KSBR and CDSM found that the CDSM database already
contained a question almost identical to the measurement question used by the Home Office
in the British Crime Survey. This meant that the national evidence base could be related to
values differences.
Whether using the CDSM system or others such as that of Environics or Y&R, practitioners
can employ standard field survey techniques to estimate accurately the distribution of values
in any population, or within organisations or other audiences. With training these can also be
used face to face and door to door. CDSM‟s standard training approach is a two day
„Immersion Seminar‟ in which participants learn what it is like to „be‟ someone from each of
the three main Maslow Groups. After that process many communicators find they can apply
the insights of values to their work even without the need for further field research.
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Charities such as the RSPB and National Trust for example have used these insights, with
and without cross-correlation to other segmentations, to plan marketing and recruitment and
to write creative briefs for agencies. For service or product development, potentially including
the precise format of consultation exercises, it is advisable to use qualitative research
procedures segmented by values, to generate ideas, formulate offers and to test them with
potential audiences.

4.

Maslow Groups and Values Modes

This section briefly reviews the main differences between the three Maslow Groups and the
twelve Values Modes, drawing on the work of CDSM www.cultdyn.co.uk , who map the UK
population with a model which has been developed and refined since the 1970s.

Above is CDSM‟s version of the Maslowian „Hierarchy of Needs‟. The theory stated that
people start out in the centre (red) and if they meet a need, it moves their dominant need out
to the next layer. For practical purposes CDSM maps the needs not in a triangle but as a
circle. This is because when you measure the attitudes and beliefs that can be correlate in a
way consistent with these needs, they do not map as a simple linear progression (see
below).
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Here is the original Maslow „Hierarchy‟ in which the transition is „upwards‟:
Inner Directed
(aka Pioneers)

Looking for ideas
Looking for
success (esteem)

Outer Directed (aka
Prospectors)

Looking for
safety, security,
belonging

Maslow’s
Hierarchy of
Needs

Security Driven
(aka Settlers)

This is a simplified version of the CDSM „Values Map‟:
Looking for
safety, security,
belonging

Settlers (31%)
Looking for
success (esteem)
UK population
2008 - CDSM

Prospectors
(28%)

Pioneers (41%)

Looking for ideas
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Below are the 100 „Attributes‟ which make up the „Values Map‟. These each represent a
cluster of very strongly correlated questions (ie on a similar „subject‟) and are located at what
is in effect, the point of their maximum espousal (ie agreement).

The 100 Attributes capture the most powerfully discriminating questions, that is those which
best spread the data. Any one person can be located at a single point on this map according
to their present values score, measured against the 1,000 questions which underlie it.
Because of the huge size of the dataset behind this „map‟, they only need answer ten of the
most strongly differentiating questions to fit them with very high confidence into one of the
twelve such areas of the map, which are known as „Values Modes‟. Just putting them into
one of the three main Maslow Groups is a statistically even easier process.
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Below in shorthand are the values orientations represented on the map. These arise from
the unconscious underlying needs of individuals which drive how they see the world (left).
These in turn lead to orientations which determine how they interpret and respond to any
proposition (right).
Needs

Orientations

As an example of how this affects affiliations to an organisation with a values-distinct profile,
see the scatter map below for the values of UK supporters of an international aid charity.

About 40% of the UK population lies in each of the blue bordered parts, and about 30% in
each of the green and red. In contrast the ethical NGO draws its support 87% from the blue
area, 8% from the red and 5% from the green. In other words the behaviour of joining and
staying in this group is very strongly affected by values. In this case values represented by
the Attributes such as Justice, Universalism and Adaptability - see Attributes circled below.
14

Located as they are near the edge of the map, these are unusual values for the population
as a whole. A person also located in this area would be very different - have a different
„outlook‟ and assumptions - from most of the population. What they might look for from a
„consultation‟ or policy would therefore be very different, and in general, the polar opposite to
those who locate on the opposite side of the map (the ellipse upper left). People in that area
would tend to empahsise gaining power (control over their own lives) and material wealth but
are also likely to score highly on Attributes like discipline (at the top of the map), believing for
example that criminals should be „punished to the max‟. At the same time these values
correlate with an openness to change and all new things (bottom right) and an „instinctive‟
mistrust of new things and technology (top left).
By correlating responses to the questions used in the UK survey with those used in the
international surveys of Shalom Schwartz referred to earlier, CDSM has plotted an
„international‟ version of its statistical space which shows these differences rather clearly,
and in a form which is perhaps easier to understand when the model is first encountered.

15

Settler - Security Driven

Prospector Outer
Directed

Pioneer - Inner Directed

In this model the Settler - Prospector - Pioneer configuration is the same as the British
Values Survey map. These differences give quite a clear indication of the qualities that a
consultation might have to „work best‟ for the different people around the map. They also
show the opposing or antagonistic dimensions of values plotted by Schwartz. For example
the red line shows the power-versus-universalism axis which is at the heart of many
disputes, debates and controversies over social and environmental policies. It is for this
reason for instance, that environmentalists (whose values tend to cluster strongly in the
Pioneer area) run into problems when they advocate policies cast in their terms (such as
calls to go without material goods in order to help „the world‟ or „people in Bangladesh‟), in
the form of opposition from people at the „power‟ end of the axis who interpret such
propositions as a threat to what they have worked for, their identity, or their prospects for
„getting on‟.
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During a lifetime people have the potential to move anti-clockwise around the circle like this
as they make a „transition‟ from one Mode or Group to another:
Settler

Movement of
people as they
meet their needs

Prospector
s (40%)

Pioneer

New ideas and behaviours on the other hand, move the other way, like this.
Settler

Prospector
s (40%)

Pioneer

Movement of
new ideas or
behaviours as
people adopt
them

It is for this reason that public engagement programmes (or any campaign or commercial
offer) that seek to promote an entirely novel behaviour, must start with the Pioneers. These
people are also those who start things - new organisations as well as new behaviours - and
will be found quite literally pioneering new community groups and activities. In marketing
terms the Pioneers are innovators, the Prospectors nearest to them are „Early Adopters‟ and
the Settlers, Late Adopters. It is important to note that behaviours can move across the map
much faster than people usually move across it.
The reason Pioneers start things is their willingness to experiment and take social risks.
Settlers are change averse in every respect: this can be change in terms of a departure from
what is tried and tested, change in terms of a loss of tradition, breaking of rules or change
socially, such as having new and unknown people move into an area. Prospectors are
interested in change but unwilling to lead it, because of the social risk.
If it can meet their needs Prospectors may therefore adopt a new behaviour that has been
developed and tested by the Pioneers, in a process of emulation. Such a transition is often
facilitated by involvement of an esteemed actor or channel taking it up, such as a big brand
or celebrity. Once the Pioneers and Prospectors are undertaking the „new‟ behaviour it no
longer seems so new and Settlers may be induced to take it up because it is „normal‟ and
being a „normal person‟ is part of their identity. This is „norming‟. At the same time Settlers
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expect norms to be respected and will couple this with their disciplinarian outlook, to demand
that those in authority („they‟) should make the new behaviour mandatory. A typical Settler
response to a societal problem would be “if X is so bad they should have a law against it”.
(Pat Dade comments: “This is why a whole range of seemingly liberal ideas (begun by the
universalistic ID‟s) get turned into norms, regulations and laws that have the unanticipated
consequence of being “illiberal”. The PC movement is a particularly stark example.”)
Another simple way to think about the orientations of these three groups is in relation to
exploration and „the box‟. Mark Phelps who has used Values Modes in planning graphic
design and communications for many years, neatly sums up the three Maslow Groups like
this:

Pioneer
Settler

Prospector
s (40%)

Settlers are always trying to find their way back to life‟s stable, sure centre: getting back to
the middle of the box, seeking normality. Prospectors on the other hand are pushing the
boundaries, testing possibilities (and themselves) but never going outside what is accepted
as a test of success. Pioneers have left the box, and are on a quest, however quiet or noisy,
into the unknown. Consider how these different groups might all react to the common
management injunction to „think outside the box‟. For Settlers that might seem nonsensical
or uncomfortable. For Prospectors it could be exciting, a bit risky. For Pioneers it might be
superfluous, even irritating, because they hadn‟t been thinking in-the-box in the first place.
A significant difference between Settlers and Pioneers which is relevant to consultation is
their sense of „agency‟: whether they feel they have control over the world or whether it
controls them. The Settlers by and large have the lowest sense of agency of the three
Maslow Groups and the Pioneers the highest. Hence Settlers tend think that „their small part‟
can‟t make a difference, and Prospectors tend to demand to see „proof‟.
It is important to note that nobody is defined by any one of the Attributes in the Values Map
but the conjunction of values as „sets‟ exert a powerful defining effect. For example the
combination of the Attributes Discipline (follow the rules, punish rule breakers) coupled with
Acquiescence (don‟t rock the boat, accept things as they are), along with Safety, Security,
Conformity and Tradition, make a Settler or a Settler-dominated community highly averse to
change and, very unlikely to lead change. “They should do something about it” is a common
Settler refrain when confronted with evidence of a problem. Moreover, many Settlers also
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score highly on „Non reflective‟ which says „just give me the facts‟ (or preferably, don‟t bother
me at all). Settlers will therefore tend not to like „being consulted‟ in so far as it involves
having to respond to lots of problems, options or choices.
Pioneers, with their high sense of agency and ease with change (Attributes Openness and
Adaptability), find change interesting. Coupled with their universalism and interest in the
„bigger picture‟, for a Pioneer it tends to make sense that everyone should be consulted, and
the more ideas are involved the merrier. But that is a Pioneer type assumption which is not
strongly shared by the other groups. The basic tenets of consultation in other words, are
Pioneer, Inner Directed type ideas.
Prospectors dislike complexity (whereas Pioneers tend to like it so much they add to it), and
seek the „right answer‟. They can become cross with consultative exercises where the
proponents or messengers seem to have no view, or where it is unclear what the right
answer is. Equally, if a problem arises, the same logic dictates that someone must have
erred or failed, and Prospectors can become very angry about this: „blunders‟, „fumbling‟ and
„incompetence‟ are typical Prospector denouncements, often accompanied by a blame-hunt.
The media, especially the mid-market media, tends to adopt Prospector values out of
proportion to their representation in society. In general though, Prospectors will tend to at
first ignore consultations as a „waste of time‟. „Busy‟ is a mapped Prospector Attribute,
because they are very busy seeking success. A Prospector view about a consultation on
something which might not happen could be „this is ok for people who have time to waste on
such things‟. An ideal Prospector consultation would enable them to highlight (but not define)
better and best options.
In contrast Pioneers do not believe there is a „right‟ answer and distrust closed-option
consultations. For them, the most important thing is to be seen to ask the right questions,
and by the same token, a Pioneer led post-mortem will look to see if „the right questions
were asked‟.
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Maslowian Group shorthand:
Maslowian group

Settler

Prospector

The right way to be

Safe, secure, where Successful!
you belong

Doing the right thing Doing what authority
means
says is the right
thing: following the
rules

Pioneer
Interesting

Being
successful, The ethical thing,
and being able to being true to yourself
show it. Doing what‟s
„in‟ and fashionable

Scale

Small, local, most of Whatever‟s better
all - manageable

Any size – global is
cool but so can be
local

Issues

Stick to the facts

Give me the answers

Give
me
better
questions. I quite like
dilemmas

Style

Traditional

What‟s in this year

Innovative, ironic, my
own

At work

Do it right,
doing it right

Live in

A home

Preferred brands

Traditional, known, No 1
safe, dependable

Ethical or no brand or
interesting

Preferred
communication

Via family, friends, High status channels
known
clubs,
societies

Own networks

I buy because

I need it, or a treat

I can, and so you can I need it
see it
interesting
worthwhile

Foreigners are

A potential threat

Potential competitors

Past, present
future

keep Hit targets, achieve, Innovate, try new
make it bigger and things and directions,
better
experiment
A house

A home

or

it‟s
or

Interesting

and The future holds little The future is where The future will unfold
for me – the past I‟m going - the and be interesting but
was better
potential for success I live in the present
Can easily waste my Are to be discussed –
time
they are interesting

Complex issues

Are to be avoided

Travel

Gets you from A to Can
be
an Can be interesting in
B. Don‟t go into the achievement: getting itself
–
a
new
20

unknown

to
the
destination

right experiences

Criminals

Should be punished Are life‟s losers (if Need to be reformed
to the max
they get caught)
– society should be
protected

Bad things

Will happen to us – I don‟t want to think They happen but
they always do, you about it
we‟ll work through it
can‟t stop that

The relationship
want

I Dependence:
helping hand

a Independence:
making it myself

Interdependence

I want

Security

Drama

Possibilities

I really don‟t like

Being unsafe

Failing

Being bored

I‟d like to have more

Of the same – as Progress
things were

Identity

I know my place, and I am successful, and I am me, and full of
who I am
know who I‟d like to paradoxes
be

If there‟s a problem

„They‟ should do
something about it
(but they probably
won‟t)

It should be fixed by
those whose job it is.
If they fail, that‟s
bungling

New connections

We should
help sort it
all
responsible
way

all try to
– we are
probably
in some

These are answers that you might get directly if you asked the questions. Others, which in
some cases you might not get by asking directly, include:
Do I generally feel No (the world is full Yes
safe
of dangers)

Yes

Deep inside am I I‟m too busy getting Not yet, not really
really successful
on with life as it is to
have such ideas

Yes but then what is
success ?

My identity
from

What I‟ve got

comes Where I come from
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From within me

Values Modes:
Within these broad differences, the distinctions between Values Modes add a further level of
specificity to values-driven differences. The broad differences between Values Modes are
driven by unmet needs - see below:

Brave
New
World
Golden
Dreamer

Roots

Now
People

Concerned Ethical

Transcender

The six „edge‟ Values Modes annotated in the boxes in the above diagram are those most
different in values terms from the population „average‟. The Modes at the centre of the
diagram are all much more similar to each other (and represent 50% of the population).
Although they feel the same „pull‟ of unmet needs as the „edge‟ Modes they are a „pale
reflection‟, for whom the underlying unmet needs are much less important in determining
their behaviour and attitudes. This means that for communications purposes, one particularly
needs to plan for and/or work with the „edge‟ Modes.
With directional communications strategies (e.g. campaigns, marketing products) it is often
best to only work with the „edge‟ Modes. The more central Modes tend to easily „agree with‟
one another but this is less because they „really‟ agree (in a robust and dependable way) but
more because they are „less bothered‟ by life than the outer Modes. While it might therefore
be tempting to target the „mushy centre‟ as an easy way to gain consensus, this is unlikely to
work because once the Modes on their outside begin to voice opinions, differences will
emerge.
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Here in order of the transition sequence but not showing the more central Modes, are some
thumbnail portraits of the six outer Values Modes, with particular emphasis on matters
relevant to consultation:
Settlers
Roots: the least „socialised‟ Mode, for whom life is about stopping chaos and „looking after
number one‟: i.e. getting by, survival. Stoic, steadfast and often socially the most isolated.
Tend to be very traditional and with very limited aspirational horizons. Highly rationalistic:
limiting the information to be dealt with is for them, a tool for control. Straightforward
incentivisation delivered directly through trusted messengers may encourage their
participation in consultations.
(The other two more „central‟ Values Modes in the Security or Sustenance Driven Group
have similar value sets but are rather more outgoing and relaxed about life - clubs and
societies, especially based around local identity, and family, are important for all.)
Brave New World: attracted to big ideas the BNWs or ‟Brave New Worlds‟ are a relatively
small but often quite important Values Mode in outreach, consultation or community politics
because while their interest in such ideas brings them into contact with others such as the
Pioneers, many of their instinctive reactions are the polar opposite (see Schwartz diagram).
BNWs are often vigorous and confident proponents of discipline, rules, defence of
community interests based on identity (us not them) and the family. They often couple active
caring about „an issue‟ with the conviction that „it will all end in tears‟, nothing can be done
about it (hence they are at the epicentre of climate scepticism). Likely to be well represented
in community defence networks such as Flood Wardens or Neighbourhood Watch but also
likely to alert others to potential dangers in a way that increases anxiety.
Prospectors
Golden Dreamers: while retaining the Settler affinity for discipline and the familiar, the
Golden Dreamers are driven by a belief that their dreams could really come true: “it could be
me!” Less confident than the previous or following Values Mode, they are very aware of the
„dream‟ which usually takes the form of gaining the esteem of others through material
advancement but are unsure of how to get there. Thus Golden Dreamers may be actively
attracted to short-cuts, such as „bling‟, recommended promotions, lotteries and „special‟
events. Looking Good, Visible Ability, Material Wealth and Visible Achievement are all
attributes strongly espoused by most Golden Dreamers. This also means that they are
frequently disappointed and communications efforts designed to satisfy them are largely
doomed to fail. The involvement of esteemed figures - anyone famous - and the opportunity
to gain a bit of self-esteem, however temporary, are usually effective ways to „add value‟ to a
communications exercise for Golden Dreamers.
Now People: the „Uber-Prospector‟ group, the Now People influence all the other
Prospector Values Modes. Having achieved the esteem of others they are a lot more
confident than Golden Dreamers and know what they want. In seeking self-esteem they are
more questioning, less automatically rejecting and more open to new things than other
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Prospectors or the Settlers and more inclined to take an interest in what Pioneers are doing
but in the form of the „latest‟ thing to have or do. Brands play a huge role in Now People‟s
lives, as can shopping and most forms of social activity and entertainment. Consultation or
outreach only using „typical public sector‟ or NGO-issue channels, and based on unadorned
information as content, is unlikely to engage their interest. Like Golden Dreamers Now
People are very averse to being told they cannot have or do something, especially if it is
framed in „ethical‟, „benevolence‟ or „universal justice‟ terms (see Concerned Ethicals below).
Opportunities for best and better, fun and (a limited degree of) adventure, are what they
seek. Red Nose Day is an example of an ethically-driven outreach which, because of the
way it is framed and communicated, also reaches this and the former Values Mode.
Pioneers
Concerned Ethical: the Concerned Ethicals, like the BNWs, are likely to play an active,
possibly over-active part in consultations. As the Golden Dreamers and the BNWs are at the
opposite end of the power-universalism axis (see Schwartz diagram), this often becomes the
main dimension of irreconcilable differences in debates. Other Modes may then exit the
„conversation‟ in despair or out of boredom. Their quest for ethical clarity frequently leads
Concerned Ethicals to focus on „what is behind‟ the process, in ethical terms. As advocates
they are less likely to have started a cause than to become the dug-in champions of it (like
BNWs but for opposite motivations). They may well come across as „finger wagging‟ to other
Modes and do not make good messengers to Prospectors in particular, although they share
some strong values with some Settlers (such as a dislike of showiness or waste). NGOs and
charities concerned with good causes, and channels associated with them, are easy ways to
reach Concerned Ethicals. If a project becomes strongly framed in Concerned Ethical terms
it may not engage more widely and end up socially „stranded‟ (the „sump‟ effect).
Transcenders: the Transcenders are the „terminal‟ Values Mode in this model14 and have a
much wider spread of values than any other Mode. This means that although they are
Pioneers and the most likely of all to have started new things or take an active interest in a
wholly new idea, they tend to be easier for other non-Pioneer Modes to engage with than the
Concerned Ethicals. Transcender behaviours are often of interest to Now People, with whom
they share more emotional values (such as the attributes Beauty, Stimulation and Feeling
Good) and can therefore act as the social „bridge‟ from the Pioneers to the Prospectors .
With the greatest values spread and a „light touch‟ the Transcenders may be the single most
useful group to engage in consultative exercises designed to reach a whole population virally
or by word of mouth.
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5.

Consultation Portraits by Maslow Values Group

Consulting Settlers (Security or Sustenance Driven): want authority and certainty, resistant
to change and dislike new ideas, pessimistic about the future, prefer familiar channels and
messengers, strong sense of place and identity, may flip between demanding total protection
from a threat and fatalistic acceptance: „nothing can be done‟, „we can‟t change anything‟,
„they‟ are in control (low sense of self agency). Fatalistic and doom-oriented (ready to expect
disaster to occur). Often depicted in the media in controversies in such areas as „local
people who have been forgotten‟. Blame a failure of leadership (by others) for „failures‟.
Dependent outlook. Prefer face-to-face communication in familiar surroundings (but not any
intrusion into their homes). Traditional, locally oriented, tend to follow authority, dislike openended questions of problems without solutions. Believe small and controllable is best. Dislike
complexity.
Settlers may need leading through the process more than others. In terms of trade-offs,
Settlers may see no change (especially about their geographic or other identity) as
acceptable, while Prospectors for instance might look for „something better‟.
Settlers expect leaders to know what to do so the idea of a „consultation‟ may seem like a bit
of a waste of time to them, unless it‟s finding out what‟s going to happen (from the leaders).
Settlers are unlikely to engage in consultations unless specifically asked, preferably by an
authority figure, maybe introduced through a channel such as a club or society, or regular
existing activity. What‟s „right‟ is set by group morality, so Settlers will want to know what
„they‟, the leaders, think. Settlers generally will want to be told the best option by a
known/trusted messenger. Sitting down in small groups led by a known community leader, is
the sort of format which Settlers often prefer.
Consulting Prospectors (Esteem Driven or „Outer Directed‟ seeking esteem of others or
self-esteem): status conscious and respond badly to threats to what they have worked for or
achieved (e.g. possessions, house). Often „too busy‟ to take an interest in consultations on
„issues‟, more optimistic about the future, quick to blame others for „failure‟ or „not getting it
right‟ („blunders‟, incompetence) with a problem (believe there are deterministic right
answers); want „the best‟ and are attracted to high status messengers, channels and
fashionable activities. Heavily represented in businesses which have a target/bonus/results
culture. Often wary of communal activity or „community‟ and independent in outlook but more
attracted to the prestigious than the innovative. Often see bigger as better. Want „best‟ or
„better‟. Averse to controversy or social risk: not attracted to debate. Interested in
possessions, new things (stuff), power, fame, i.e. esteem (from others and self-esteem).
Variable self agency. Think transactionally: what is in it for us/me – including about politics
and social change. Much more emotionally driven than Settlers – seeking fun in life.
Prospectors are likely to see themselves as „not having time‟ for consultations unless they
plainly affect their interests (e.g. reputation of area/property values). They dislike being told
not to do things so if a consultation is framed as about an opportunity, rather than a
controversy, problem or debate, that might help. For Prospectors the „right‟ thing is what
works, being able to see what the winners are backing, or examples of what-has-worked
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elsewhere, would be a plus. Prospectors will want to be given an opportunity to choose the
best option, not to have to invent it. They may quickly become frustrated with an open-ended
process.
For Prospectors messengers, contexts and channels should be a bit glamorous, desirable,
esteemed, „prestigious‟. An ideal Prospector consultation might take the form of a must-bethere event.
Consulting Pioneers (Inner Directed): interested in new ways of looking at things, global
and adaptable, interested in exploring the present to make the present and future better, do
not believe there is a single right answer, lower trust in authority but more forgiving, heavy
users of new media and like to make their own networks. Like Settlers, are interested in
community but unlike Settlers are not traditionalist, aware of „issues‟ and ethics, often
leaders of (especially newer) organisations and tend to dominate the thinking of cause
groups and NGOs. Questioning. Inter-dependent in outlook. Like complexity and making
new connections. Believe we should act on our values. Decide positions for themselves e.g.
based on personal ethics. May be attracted to debate because it is about ideas.
We might expect therefore that Pioneers are likely to actively seek out consultations –
provided they seem interesting. If they become involved they will want to be able to help
define the best option. They won‟t want to be confined to a series of set choices, or told what
the „right answer‟ is. As they do not believe there are necessarily „right answers‟, Pioneers
tend to distrust any messenger who claims this. As they like questions, they believe it is
important that the „right questions have been asked‟, including theirs. Pioneers will go from
the big picture (including global or long term) to details and back, and seek authenticity, such
as stories about real people.
So we might for example expect that the Pioneers will quickly embrace a consultation but will
equally question and may reject it if it does not appear to be open and honest. Pioneers will
find it easier to deal with unknowns, unknowables and uncertainties than other groups. One
problem with consulting Pioneers is that they can „run off‟ with an exercise and become
„champions‟ of it, or for a point of view, before others get a chance to participate. Another is
that it is hard to stop them offering new ideas and making new connections, while they may
also adopt contrary positions they do not believe in, just to find out what happens.

6.

Catch-All Consultations and Engineering Consensus

The main problem with „catch-all‟ consultations is that an „open discussion‟ can easily „log
jam‟ on disagreeing about motive or reasons to do or not to do something. What Pat Dade of
CDSM calls the “log jam of violent agreement”. That is, even if there is support for an idea
from all three groups, if you try to get them to agree on why this is, they will start to disagree.
In reality a catch-all event such as a „community meeting‟ is probably not really „catch-all‟, as
„community‟ is a values differentiated concept to start with. This is another reason why three
separate events or programmes are advisable.
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The same factors mean that „deliberative consultations‟ in which the organisers try to use
consultation to build consensus, are likely to run into disagreement or, if they appear to
engineer agreement, are in fact doing so by shedding participation from one or more values
groups. Of course this may mirror what happens in the community or local politics „in reality‟
but if the object of the exercise is to uncover the range of views, that is unhelpful.
There are some biases and associations with values and age, sex and socio-economics, but
they are weak and patchy, the differences between values groups are so pronounced that
there are no reliable proxies for values. (There is no correlation with personality measures
e.g. MBTI, or with NLP filters and these may be genetic rather than experiential in origin, and
very few MOSAIC or ACORN2 geo-demographic segmentation groups are also homogenous
values groups). In modern Britain (2008 British Values Survey) one of the strongest cross
correlations is the over-representation (60:40) of women (especially aged 20 - 40) amongst
Prospectors. One might speculate that this is because it is harder for women to transition
from Outer to Inner Directed, which involves gaining self-acceptance (self esteem), in a
society where women are constantly exposed to communications about body etc that make
many feel inadequate. Similarly, and contrary to common preconceptions, the „old‟ who were
for many decades predominantly Settlers (highly traditionalist) are now almost equally
divided between Pioneers and Settlers, with only 8% of over 55s being Prospectors. (This
was predicted to occur by the current CDSM directors, based on the dynamics of culture
change, over a quarter of a century ago).
To the extent that where you live is elective, people tend to socialise and live with those of a
similar values group but the granularity of this is very variable. Some outlier examples might
be „Executive Homes‟ estates which are clearly Prospector dominated, and „alternative‟
communities which are not just Pioneer dominated but often almost restricted to one or two
Values Modes. Some very „traditional‟ Settler dominated communities may stand out
because people have stayed living where their parents and grandparents did, but even here,
some may become Pioneers and then be seen as „eccentrics‟ still staying close to their
roots.
Organising a consultation along SEG3 or lifestyle or life stage or class lines is therefore
unlikely to separate the values groups. What is even more dangerous is to try to ascribe
motivation across such groups, that is, to ascribe values based on age, sex etc.. For
instance, while Settlers will include many of the socially disadvantaged and are more
prevalent amongst the old (and very young), there are also rich but socially conservative
Settlers of any age. In England the most senior company positions tend disproportionately to
be held by the Outer Directed (Prospector) Now People values Mode, or the (Pioneer)
Transcender Values Mode. On the other hand one in four Transcenders comes from social
class C2 or lower.
A popular short-cut to consultation is the use of „stakeholder‟ groups, rather than going
directly to the public as individuals. These too are likely to segment quite strongly by values.

2
3

A Classification of Residential Neighbourhoods
Socio-economic Group
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Pioneers for instance will normally be a higher proportion in cause and issue groups but not
necessarily in NIMBY groups.

7.

What Are They Thinking?

So what might people with different values be thinking if they see you trying to involve them
in a consultation?
As an example, in the case of a new development, the questions they may ask themselves
might be something like:
Settlers:
Who is involved? Anyone I know?
Is it safe? (tend to demand complete safety unless they approve of the action)
Do „they‟ say so?
Will it help keep things as they are (or were)?
If there‟s pain or gain will it be fairly and equally distributed?
Are we using common sense and lessons of the past?
Who is going to enforce the rules (and do we know them?)?
Who says it‟s ok (or not) amongst those I know and trust?
Prospectors:
Will it affect my reputation e.g. where I live?
Is the best technology/system being used?
Could better technology/systems be used?
Will it be seen to make things better?
Is the best policy being used – are we at the best level e.g. on recycling?
Will it affect my property values?
Will we be winners?
Who says it‟s ok (or not) amongst those who are successful (e.g. „leading‟ experts)?
How will it make me look and feel good?
Role oriented – are you doing your job?
Pioneers:
Is it the best possible practice taking all into account?
Is it justified?
Is it just (e.g. distribution of risk)?
Does the whole community benefit or suffer?
Have the right questions been asked?
Is it far-sighted, visionary?
Does it reflect learning e.g. from past changes in scientific understanding?
Is it ethical?
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Have corners been cut?
Is it truly sustainable, globally and locally?
It is a better outcome than business as usual?
Have we heard from/seen/met the people who really make the decisions and who will
operate it (i.e. not just front/PR people)?
In short, while the most penetrating criticisms and challenges will come from the Pioneers,
they are also more forgiving and open to persuasion through a thorough enough exploration
of realities. But they are very aware of alternatives and not easily put off by spin or official
expediency.
If Prospectors take against a scheme they can become very organised very quickly and
quite angry about any felt slight or impediment to their own success, damage to their
reputation or that of the area etc. (Pat Dade comments: “the seemingly overnight emergence
of the Tea Party movement in the United States –which has over 50% of the population in
the Prospector Group - is quite likely a reflection of the diffuse anger felt by the Golden
Dreamers who have been guided to a concrete answer being conflated by various channels
and influencers to the right of the mainstream political parties. High profile media outlets,
within their reference groups, make the process of politics exciting and interesting - and a
chance to be seen and heard by the reference group -are all naturally reinforcing activities
that reinforce the sense of identity that comes from interacting in the process – behaviour
driven by unmet needs being met, leading to further identification with the policies
expounded in the activity. This is a prime illustration of the VBCOP15 principles”.)
If Settlers are mobilised – which is rare – they can become a powerful and intractable force
on identity grounds: i.e. us versus them.
The keys are:
Settlers – safety, face-to-face, known messengers, endorsement by leaders, fairness
Prospectors – better and best – something to add to success
Pioneers – quality of engagement (authentic), action based on values, right questions
being asked, global and local sustainability
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8.

Venues, Channels, Events and Content for Consultations

Although the possibilities are endless, the sorts of venues/events which might strongly
segment could include the following.
Settlers: an existing long-standing traditional regular event (ie not new) with locally known
figures and organisations involved, in a familiar place with „authority‟ resonance (e.g. town
hall, village hall, pub (they go to), community centre, stately home, supermarket); ways to
relive the past e.g. steam fair; „family‟ events e.g. village fetes.
Note that Settlers may also be comfortable with staying at home and filling out a form, as this
does not involve taking a „leading‟ position by giving your opinion in public but will be more
comfortable if it‟s clear what different local groups and social „actors‟ already think. So it may
be best to solicit those views first and then engage Settlers e.g. through a door drop to all
homes. Nothing however can improve on face-to-face contact for Settlers, although do not
expect Settlers to invite strangers into their homes.
Prospectors: „fun‟ events with an incentive; competitive events and competitions;
exhibitions of the newest and best (but not wacky) and „open houses‟ (opportunities to
compare what you have with others); freebies and give-aways; big-brand venues or events;
biggest or best gatherings with celebrities and publicity (e.g. on local media); events with a
role to take on (e.g. have your baby or child photographed in a competition); places to see
and be seen and „be a winner‟; e.g. a „fun day‟ or „celebrity evening‟, entertainment venues,
perhaps hosting a „focus group‟.
Pioneers: opportunities to debate ideas and ask questions and provide ideas – getting
inside the system; debates to hear conflicting views; networks to join and innovative systems
of engagement; processes which are plainly intended to bring together all elements of
society or take a community-wide and national to international perspective; ethical
propositions; ways to obtain (and discuss) new information; e.g. a multi-layered day of
debate and exploration, in real life settings and online. Places associated with ideas. Virtual
events can have appeal to Pioneers, though for Prospectors they can lack social
opportunities – unless something like Facebook or Twitter is used.
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Here are some examples for a public consultation:
Settler
Local – make it accessible
locally (geographically and
socially)
Keep the same – use
familiar contexts and venues
Group identity – work
through locally known
leaders and organisations,
„respected figures‟
Ensure that implications for
security and family are
spelt out
Do not make participation
challenging in terms of social
interaction (low self agency)
Rational and keep to the
facts
Allow judgements to be
made
Keep it simple

Prospector
Make it fun or exciting
(emotional) e.g. an incentive
and involve celebrity figures,
brands or high status
venues, with something
slightly „new and different‟
(use the rules to break the
rules)
Show what it holds for the
future
Make clear opportunities
rather than connections
Reveal how it may be better
or best in future (choices
and identify „the best‟)
Involve soundbites of
stories – can be global or
local
Enable people to personalise
their views and show them to
others (me, me, me and
being individual in a
group)

Pioneer
Allow participants to propose
ideas and ask questions
(now – high self-agency)
and make new connections
(Everything connects)
Show the range of possible
change and the questions
you have asked yourself
(open to change)
Emotional (and rational)
Highlight dilemmas of
personal ethical
responsibility
Use multilayered formats
which allow the individual to
engage with complexity and
make interesting global
connections
Involve intimate personal
true stories - authenticity

It is tempting but very hazardous to assume that Values Modes translate into media channel
choices, because these have already been used as „handles‟ by which people describe one
another (e.g. „typical Guardian reader‟) in the same way that some car brands have been
used (such as „BMW driver‟). While some of this has a basis in values it is not a reliable
substitute for using a knowledge of the combination of Attributes or the values surveys. A
better guide in the case of newspapers is what people select to read inside the publication.
Some CDSM survey examples of activities and channels/contexts on which different Maslow
Groups significantly over-score:
Frequent activities (over-scoring - tend to do it more than others):
Settlers: doing nothing in particular.
Prospectors: go to a wine bar or club, visit a comedy club, pamper myself with personal
products, wild party, drinks and dancing, dancing at nightclubs, go to a pop concert, dancing
to live music, have a „happy hour‟ drink, have friends round to watch sport on tv, attend a
formal party or dinner party.
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Pioneers: discuss social, political or economic issues, go to exhibitions or museums, send
or receive social emails, attend a meeting of any kind, visit a church, mosque, synagogue or
temple, go to the theatre, ballet or concert, meet new people, go to the cinema, have friends
around for a meal.
Note that the above is just an indication of some activities on which these Maslow Groups
significantly over-score compared with the population in its entirety. To use these in a
particular communications plan it is also helpful to look at activities they underscore on (not
shown here). Nor does this mean these are the only things these groups do - Settlers for
example may often make up a large part of the audience for local sporting and school
events, and depending on content, some „family attractions‟. The proclivity to do „nothing in
particular‟ also means that Settlers are disproportionately likely to be available for „on the
street‟ and „vox pop‟.
Clothes and Shopping
Prospectors also over-score strongly on designer-label and fashionable clothes. A good
context in which to reach Prospectors is shopping malls: this was utilised in a project by
Campaign Strategy, CDSM and KSBR for four West of England local authorities, which
communicated „smart‟ ways to make homes and houses greener and more energy efficient,
by creating a sort of „eco-show-home‟ (the „100 Ideas House‟16) in the middle of Cribbs
Causeway shopping centre near Bristol.
Homes
Prospectors score significantly higher than other Maslow Groups on wanting their home to
give an impression of being luxurious, sophisticated, modern, exciting, romantic, elegant,
exotic, and colour coordinated - suggesting that home décor channels would be good ways
to reach them. By contrast Settlers like their homes to be „normal‟, neat and tidy, so might be
found through hardware stores or ironmongers or through relevant product associations, and
Pioneers over-score on homes being interesting, functional, convenient and peaceful.
Newspaper Topics
Within a newspaper the topic scored most highly different by Settlers are „outrageous
headlines and unbelievable stories‟. Other sections on which they also rank significantly
higher than the population average include: regular competitions and prizes, private lives of
Royalty, cartoons, puzzles, emotional stories which pull at the heart-strings, stories about
ordinary people, crosswords, letters, and local news.
For Prospectors the equivalent results are: beauty and personal appearance, lifestyles of the
rich and famous, fashion/clothes, homes and interiors, private lives of Royalty, property,
scandals in high places, your stars and problem pages.
By contrast for Pioneers the equivalent list is: features on theatre, art or classical music, in
depth comment on cultural affairs, features on books, British politics, editorial opinion,
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features on modern music or musicians, science and new technology, social issues, and „the
environment‟.
Not surprisingly some newspapers do have strong values segmentation but it is rarely as
straightforward as might be imagined. Here for example are The Sun and The Guardian.

Overall The Guardian is heavily Pioneer skewed but it also has a significant readership in
the „Golden Dreamer‟ Values Mode. Possibly these are younger students and some political
or social activists, or even people for whom being seen to read The Guardian is important, or
the result of promotions or offers.
Regular Sun readership is strongly focussed in the Golden Dreamer - BNW area with a
strong negative correlation with the Pioneers. (However occasional Sun reading would show
a much broader spread).
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100 Ideas House Execution

Left is the „designer show home‟ created in Cribbs Causeway shopping centre as a platform
to engage Prospectors, featuring prizes and competitions and „smart‟ designer things to buy
that make your home greener. This execution has 11 separate features which research
showed to be preferences of Prospectors.
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(See also http://www.campaignstrategy.org/newsletters/campaignstrategy_newsletter_51.pdf)
Illustration of values-reach achieved by the way an activity is communicated. The ‘home’ of Red Nose Day is in the Pioneer area (Attributes such as Justice, Openness,
Benevolence, Global, Financial Morality) but it is converted from being a ‘Concerned Ethical’ proposition into one with wide appeal because it involves dressing up, taking on a
persona (the Red Nose), becoming a celebrity yourself (e.g. in the office) and having fun (Attributes such as Achievement, Visible Ability, Persona, Looking Good and Impulsive
Spender).

An example of values-driven requirements for a potential political „narrative‟ resonating with
motivational values.
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Below are examples of actual „resonance‟ of narratives regarding environment/climate
change which reflect the extent to which the issue has been framed in Pioneer terms (e.g.
high rejection of action amongst Golden Dreamers and BNWs).
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The above diagrams show that the Prospectors are „prospects‟ for climate action. Unlike
some of the Pioneers (right) they have not much started to take action but they do „hear the
call‟.
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9.

Changing Proportions of Values Groups

The diagram below shows the changing proportions of the main Maslow Groups in the UK
population. From a Settler dominated society (up to the late 1980s), our society has become
increasingly influenced by growing numbers of Pioneers and Prospectors. This is a result of
the changing life experiences of newer generations.

10.

Science

Some attitudes to science and technology are strongly affected by values but the picture is
quite complex. A few examples are given below. The relatively simple orientation to like or
dislike change is reflected in the „Luddism‟ Attribute (see main map above) and the table
below, in which Pioneers (ID) significantly reject this, while many Settlers strongly agree with
the idea that science and technology is remote and incomprehensible. Pioneers also like
complexity and the unknown whereas Settlers do not. Questions about „science‟ therefore
will be partly answered in line with values around change, complexity etc.
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Orientations to time underlie the next example: Settlers tend to believe the best days were in
the past, Prospectors that they will be in the future, and Pioneers in the present. So
transferring that to „new things‟ be they scientific or otherwise, leads ODs (Prospectors) to
agree most that new ideas in science and technology are exciting.

Pioneers have a general positive tendency to agree that science and technology can „solve
problems‟ and Settlers to think that it can cause more problems than it solves. This is highly
likely to be a values difference rather than due to any knowledge of science or technology
outcomes. (Note also that Pioneers consistently outrank the other Maslow Groups as
supporters of campaigns which are critical of certain specific technologies, e.g. GM - but
despite what their critics might say these people are not generally anti-technology.)
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8
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9
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10
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12

A frame is an unconsciously applied metaphor which confers meanings (such as right or wrong,
relevant or irrelevant) on information depending on whether it fits the „frame‟ - see George Lakoff,
Don’t Think of An Elephant, pub Chelsea Green
13

It appears flat but believing this can have fatal navigational consequences for example

14

Note that they lie between Concerned Ethicals and Transcenders, as an exception to the general
rule that the transitions run anti-clockwise from „Roots‟
15

See http://www.campaignstrategy.org/articles/VBCOP_unifying_strategy_model.pdf

16

www.100ideashouse.com and
http://www.campaignstrategy.org/newsletters/campaignstrategy_newsletter_33.pdf ; Research Into
Motivating Prospectors,Settlers and Pioneers To Change Behaviours That Affect Climate Emissions
www.campaignstrategy.org/articles/behaviourchange_climate.pdf
www.campaignstrategy.org/newsletters/campaignstrategy_newsletter_37.pdf and
www.cse.org.uk/downloads/file/sof1118.pdf
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